
The Ultimate School Yearbook Creation Web App!
Build a simple, themed book within minutes or scale things up and use the feature-rich

application to tweak every detail for your new masterpiece!

FEATURES
TRUE MULTI-USER
Work on the same page in a project at the same time as
your other PLIC Book users! Even see who is active and what
they are working on in real-time!

AUTO-MAGIC LAYOUTS
Pick a class and drag a layout, it’s that easy. Add Clipart and
other images to the page and they will automatically adjust
the class photos so you never have text overlap or missing
subjects.

PAINLESS SUBJECT DATA TOOLS
Using Drag-n-Drop with subject cards; correct, copy, move,
or rename your subjects and their class batches without
drama.

CANDID SUBMISSION MADE EASY
Directly submit candids from any source. Load and sort right
into the program or directly connect to CaptureLife for the
ultimate in candid delivery!

THEMES
Choose from our themes or create your own! Drag your
theme onto the page and watch the magic happen.

"IS PLIC BOOKS FOR ME?" 
If you are an independent photographer or print for independent photographers who is looking for the best tool on
the market to provide their schools the ability to create and sell yearbooks, then PLIC Books is the answer for you! 

Contact our sales team today for more information: 
          Email: plicbooks@photolynx.com 



ABOUT PLIC BOOKS

Drag-n-Drop to make intricate designs with an easy-to-navigate user interface
Increase your sales and allow parents to sponsor another child's yearbook with Adopt-a-Book

Use our built in storefront to sell yearbooks, ads, and upgrades
Create ads and collect revenue in a tracked environment

CREATING YEARBOOKS MADE EASY

Plic Books is an easy to use, robust, and secure yearbook design software that is currently in use in over 6000
schools across the US & Canada. A feature rich application, driven by customer input, PLIC Books and Sports
Books are 100% web based and usable in any environment or on any platform.
Learn more at plicbooks.com or request a demo today at plicbooks@photolynx.com

...Not only for your studio, but for the school admins or PTA/PAC you're working with!

CAPABILITIES

DESIGNED FOR THE WEB
Access and design your book from anywhere on any device.

ADD TEXT IS A SNAP
Choose from a full range of fonts and colors and add text to
any page with the click of a button.

UPLOAD GRAPHICS AND CLIPART
Create your very own unique set of content for just your
users and allow your schools to create and add their own
graphics as well. 

FULL BOOK PREVIEW
Use the preview function to organize your book as well as
view proofs and instant submissions. 


